Lasers have long played a critical role in the advancement of aerosol science. A new regime of ultrafast laser technology has recently be realized, the world's first soft x-ray free electron laser. The Free electron LASer in Hamburg, FLASH, user facility produces a steady source of 10 femtosecond pulses of 7-32 nm x-rays with 10 12 photons per pulse. The high brightness, short wavelength, and high repetition rate (>500 pulses per second) of this laser offers unique capabilities for aerosol characterization. Here we use FLASH to perform the highest resolution imaging of single PM2.5 aerosol particles in flight to date. We resolve to 35 nm the morphology of Address correspondence to Michael J. Bogan, Stanford PULSE Institute for Ultrafast Energy Science, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, 2575 Sand Hill Road MS59, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA. E-mail: mbogan@slac.stanford.edu fibrous and aggregated spherical carbonaceous nanoparticles that existed for less than two milliseconds in vacuum. Our result opens the possibility for high spatial-and time-resolved single particle aerosol dynamics studies, filling a critical technological need in aerosol science.
[Supplementary materials are available for this article. Go to the publisher's online edition of Aerosol Science and Technology to view the free supplementary files.] Nanoscale morphology is a principal factor that helps define chemical reactivity, aerodynamic transport, aggregation, and optical properties of airborne particulate matter (PM) (Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008; Zhang et al. 2008) . Of particular interest recently is PM of ≤2.5 µm in mobility diameter (PM2.5). In the form of black carbon cenospheres in soot, it represents the second most dominant contribution to current global warming (Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008) . PM2.5 efficiently transports into the human lung and experience with asbestos fibers has even shown that nanoscale morphology of PM2.5 alone can determine toxicity (Mossman et al. 1990 ). The primary tool for imaging PM morphology, electron microscopy (EM), requires particle capture onto a substrate, a step that removes the aerosol from its natural environment, the air, and places it on a solid support, the EM grid. Thus, EM cannot follow dynamics of airborne single particle morphology. In situ sampling and characterization techniques such as differential mobility analysis (Virtanen et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2008 ) enable aerodynamic diameter measurements of aerosols but can only be correlated with off-line imaging methods such as EM. Analysis of particulate matter in flight using synchrotron-based x-ray sources is a promising development but is limited to ensemble measurements (Beaucage et al. 2004; Shu et al. 2005; Shu et al. 2006) . i
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ii X-ray tomographic microscopy can probe the 3D structure of individual inorganic nanoparticles on a substrate (Chapman et al. 2006b; Miao et al. 2006; Zahiri et al. 2008 ) but many aerosols are composed of radiation sensitive soft matter, limiting the resolution due to the long x-ray exposure time necessary as observed in biological imaging (Shapiro et al. 2005) . Moreover, when applied to aerosols this method also requires transfer of the particles from air to a solid support. In its current state, knowledge of PM2.5 morphology and dynamics gained from airborne single particle measurements is incomplete, requiring a completely new approach to determine key relationships between morphology, mobility, aggregation, catalytic properties, and light scattering (Friedlander and Pui 2004) .
These limitations in the analysis of PM can now be overcome by the realization of the first ultrafast soft x-ray free-electronlaser, FLASH (Ackermann et al. 2007) , and the demonstration of its use for femtosecond diffractive imaging beyond the damage limit (Chapman 2009; Chapman et al. 2006a) . Iterative transform phase retrieval techniques (Fienup 1982; Marchesini 2007) enable direct imaging of individual particles illuminated by soft x-ray FLASH pulses using the resultant diffraction pattern alone. . The reconstructed electron density is essentially a 2D image qualitatively similar to electron microscopy images used to measure PM2.5 morphology (Dye et al. 2000) . Previous imaging experiments at FLASH were limited in resolution to about 60 nm by the scattering geometry and the use of wavelengths longer than 13 nm . For these studies on PM2.5 in flight, we extended the resolution of single particle diffractive imaging to 35 nm by capturing single-shot 2D images of PM2.5 in flight using 7 nm FLASH pulses. We also apply shape analysis methods used in electron microscopy to interpret the particle morphology from the reconstructed electron density. Two types of PM2.5 with complex morphology were investigated: aggregates of spherical polystyrene nanoparticles (carbon cenosphere analogues) and dry powder-dispersed carbon nanofibers (asbestos fiber analogues). Figure 1 shows a schematic of the ultrafast single shot x-ray diffraction experiment used to image PM2.5. To begin, we calibrated our soft x-ray camera ) with a test aerosol of polystyrene spheres of known size generated by electrospraying a dilute suspension of the particles. The aerosol is delivered into the x-rays using a differentially pumped aerodynamic lens stack Bogan et al. 2008) . Upon coincident arrival of a particle and x-ray pulse with camera readout, the pattern of diffracted photons was recorded. Convenient separation between sample and detector ensures appropriate sampling of the angular diffraction distribution. In this lensless diffraction geometry the image resolution is defined in principle by the maximum momentum transfer recorded, while the image field of view, and hence the maximum size of the object that can be studied, is inversely proportional to the angular sampling period of the detector. The detector angular extent to reach 20 nm resolution can be achieved with a very convenient separation between sample and detector of 5 cm, and the 2048 × 2048 pixels FIG. 1. FLASH diffraction of aerosols in situ. Aerosols delivered through a differentially pumped aerodynamic lens stack are converted into a particle beam that is steered into the x-ray interaction region. FLASH is operated at 5 Hz in multi-bunch mode with 100 pulses per bunch separated by 10 µs. Upon coincident arrival of a particle and X-ray pulse with readout of an X-ray sensitive area detector, a diffraction pattern containing particle structural information is recorded.
of the detector allows us to image objects up to 20 micron in size. For the test aerosol of spheres, radial averages match Mie theory calculations (line) of scattering from injected spheres with 88, 140, and 194 nm diameter collected with FLASH operating at 13.5 nm (Figure 2) .
The morphology of test aerosols can be influenced by the method used to generate them. A nebulizer generating 0.7-4 µm droplets was used to aerosolize a suspension of 250 nm diameter spherical polystyrene nanoparticles in 25 mM ammonium acetate. In contrast to the approximately 200 nm diameter primary droplets of the electrospray source, the nebulized droplets are large enough to contain multiple spheres. After the volatile solvent evaporates from a nebulized droplet, the resultant dry particle is typically an aggregate comprised of multiple spheres. Example diffraction patterns collected from a single 250 nm diameter sphere and aggregates with N = 2, 3, and 4 components are shown in Figure 3 , top row. The coherent illumination of multiple spheres results in interference fringes that encode the number of spheres in the aggregate, their relative orientation to each other and orientation of the aggregate to the x-ray pulse. The electron density of each aggregate was reconstructed to 35 nm resolution using iterative phase retrieval with the ESPRESSO algorithm, arXiv:0809.2006v1 (Figure 3, bottom row) .
As N increases, increasingly complex coherent speckles modulate the scattered signal. As with the simpler fringe patterns from few-component aggregates the diffraction pattern encodes the locations of the spheres in the aggregate. For example, Figure 4a shows a diffraction pattern collected from a large aggregate of 88 nm spheres. Travelling through vacuum at about 150 m/s, this aggregate particle was unique and existed for less than two milliseconds after exiting the aerodynamic lens stack. Based on previous time-resolved x-ray diffractive imaging experiments (Chapman et al. 2007 ), the particle was completely destroyed just picoseconds after the x-ray pulse interacted with the particle. Thus, its 3D structure cannot be obtained by proposed methods for diffraction patterns collected from identical objects (Huldt et al. 2003) . Potential exists to extract additional degrees of morphological information from unique particles in flight using proposed tomographic femtosecond diffractive imaging methods (Schmidt et al. 2008 ), but these are currently unavailable. Here we focus on the information that can be extracted from this single-shot diffraction pattern of a unique object by applying morphological analysis methods utilized in electron microscopy to the reconstructed electron density.
Fractal dimensions or other measures of complex particle shape such as convexity, circularity, or elongation are typically used when PM2.5 morphology is characterized by EM (Dye et al. 2000) . For FLASH diffractive imaging of aerosols, the reconstructed electron density (Figure 4b ) is converted to a binary image and the particle's circularity, convexity and elongation is calculated. The circularity ratio is a compactness measure assigned a value between 0 and 1. It is defined as the area of the shape of the particle to the area of a circle with the same FIG. 3 . FLASH diffraction patterns of single and aggregated 250 nm diameter spheres, where N equals the number of particles in the aggregate. The bottom row shows images of reconstructed electron density that were solved using ESPRESSO (arXiv:0809.2006v1 ).
perimeter as the particle shape. For a circle, the ratio is one; for a square, it is π /4; for an infinitely long and narrow shape, it is zero. Elongation is a measure of the particle aspect ratio and is defined as 1-W/L, where W is particle width and L is particle length. Convexity measures particle roughness by dividing the convex hull perimeter (the red line surrounding the particle in Figure 4c ) by the particle perimeter. Calculated parameters for the aggregate particle are listed in Figure 4c . A second type of particle, a carbon nanofiber about 700 nm long, was also imaged. To deliver these particles into the x-rays, a dry powder of carbon nanofibers was entrained into a two liter per minute (lpm) air flow using a shaker-system upstream of the aerodynamic lens stack, similar to the method (Bon Ki et al. 2006 ) used for tandem mobility mass anlaysis. Figures  4d and e show the single-shot diffraction pattern and the corresponding image of the nanofiber. To increase confidence that the recovered images are correct and unique the phase-retrieval process was repeated using 500 random starts. The repeatability of the recovered images as a function of resolution measures the effective phase-retrieval transfer function (PRTF). The   FIG. 4 . FLASH diffractive imaging of PM2.5 morphology. The diffraction pattern (left), reconstructed electron density (middle), and binary convex hull image (right) of an aggregate particle comprised of 88 nm spheres (top row) and a single carbon nanofiber (bottom row). v half-period resolution of the PRTF is commonly quoted as the resolution of the reconstructed image, in this case 35 nm (see supplemental information). Calculated parameters from the shape analysis are shown in Figure 4f . The combination of single-shot x-ray diffraction with morphological interpretation of the reconstructed electron density shows that the nanofiber is of similar roughness, less circular, and more elongated than the aggregate particle. No other method exists for performing such a direct imaging comparison of PM2.5 nanoscale morphology from aerosols in flight.
We have reported the highest-resolution images of airborne PM2.5 ever recorded.FLASH diffractive imaging of aerosols in flight provides high-resolution morphological information on single particles that have not been modified by capture on a substrate. The approach complements EM studies but has sample penetration depth advantages inherent to x-rays. Subnanometer resolution has been predicted for single-shot diffractive imaging using hard x-ray lasers (Bergh et al. 2008) , suggesting that even higher-resolution aerosol dynamics studies required to solve challenges in particulate inhalation-induced genetic damage (Baccarelli et al. 2009 ), inhalable pharmaceuticals (Groneberg et al. 2003) , black carbon influence on global climate (Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008) , and even accretion in protoplanetary discs (Throop et al. 2001) can be addressed in the future. A FLASH upgrade is expected to enable lasing at 4.5 nm in 2010, and early commissioning experiments have already begun at the Linac Coherent Light Source, which is lasing at 0.15 nm. Exploration of the limit of detection for morphological determination with hard x-ray FELs is warranted. Such studies would provide empirical values for the number of scattered photons from well-defined materials, information critical to simulations of the determination of biological structure by single particle diffractive imaging. Based on our previous work with fixed target samples Chapman et al. 2007) , measurements of dynamical processes in single particles initiated by ultrafast laser pulses will be a worthwhile extension of single particle diffractive imaging.
